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Peer-Reviewer: [Y] Anonymous | [ ] Onymous
SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The authors are requested for major revision. Following major corrections are requested.

1. In introduction section, can the author comment on the usual presenting age of the PCD? What is the reported incidence of CCNO induced PCD? Reference numbering is not correct. 1-4 references are missing.

2. In case description section, deficiencies are there. They have been marked in reviewed file. Please correct them.

3. In discussion section, also few corrections need to be done. They have been marked in reviewed file.

4. Please remove redundancy from the conclusion section and make it precise and short. It's too lengthy.

5. Language needs polishing too.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
First: PCD is rare and under diagnose, I think firstly its okay in case report form, and there is no any data in China yet Second: There is no new concept, and no alter the treatment management, since the therapy in this case only supportive and symptomatic Third: Only one case, and many genes involves in PCS instead CCNO, we can say yet the problem solved and impact basic science and clinical practice
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no comment, the author has been correct the manuscript according to suggestion
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I must congratulate all the authors. They have nicely answered and have tackled various reviewers comments.